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EU project FINSEC mitigates cyber-physical risks for banks
Project coordinated by GFT Italia uses artificial intelligence to identify and contain
threats
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Project coordinated by GFT Italia uses artificial intelligence to identify and contain threats
FINSEC will enable banks to verify regulatory compliance faster and at lower cost
Financial institutions manage both physical and cyber security in an integrated manner
using FINSEC reference architecture
Project also enhances security of ATMs
New security platform a result of EU project coordinated by GFT Italia

Milano, 14 October 2021 – In 2020, financial services organisations were the targets of over 3.4
billion credential-stuffing attacks. This translated to an increase of more than 45% over the previous
year1. Emerging cyber-attacks could put between 10 and 30 percent of the financial institutions’
profits at risk2.
FINSEC is a flagship project funded by the European Commission that created a platform that will
greatly enhance the financial industry’s security infrastructure. GFT Italia coordinated the
collaboration of 23 international partners that were involved in the project.
FINSEC improves security of ATMs
One of the use cases covered by FINSEC, and one that makes it very easy to understand the practical
benefits of the project, concerned the security of ATMs. ATMs are still profitable targets for criminals,
and banks and their customers are at serious risk from fraud and robbery at ATMs. The FINSEC
system analyses ATM CCTV camera images and uses Machine Learning algorithms to detect
physical attacks against both the customer or the ATM itself. It also detects when criminals try to
manipulate an ATM or to steal customer data to illegally withdraw funds.
Reference architecture validated through pilot projects
But of course, FINSEC is much more than only ATM security. The project partners validated the
implementation of the reference architecture through a series of concrete pilot projects. They involved
various stakeholders (banks, capital management, insurance companies, card payments and P2P
providers) and used Machine Learning algorithms to identify and contain potential threats. The
number of use cases produced far exceeded the budgeted number. High-impact scenarios developed
included:
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SWIFT network monitoring
data centre and ATM protection
peer-to-peer payment network protection
financial SME infrastructure security
Insurance Companies risk management.

In addition, financial institutions can share information about risks and threats through a platform for
collaborative security based on blockchain technology.
"FINSEC impressively shows how the fight against cybercrime can succeed. This benefits financial
institutions and consumers alike," says Marika Lulay, CEO of GFT. Fabrizio Di Peppo, Delivery
Executive Manager, European Projects client unit of GFT Italia added: "The route we embarked on
three years ago has allowed us, in the privileged role of coordinators, to come into contact with truly
extraordinary international teams We are pleased and honoured to have provided our best resources
and technological expertise to coordinate and deliver a project that contributes to innovation and
security in the financial sector for the benefit and protection of citizens and businesses in the
European community."
FINSEC represents the first concrete result of a path that has seen GFT Italia already lead other
European projects such as INFINITECH, started in October 2019 with the aim of supporting financial
and insurance organisations in the innovation process driven by Big Data, Artificial Intelligence and
Internet of Things, and PHYSICS, started in January 2021 with the aim of democratising the
implementation of the Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) paradigm applied to Smart Manufacturing, eHealth and Smart Agriculture.

The FINSEC system analyses ATM CCTV camera images and uses Machine Learning algorithms to
detect criminals attempting to attack or manipulate ATMs.
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About GFT:
GFT is driving the digital transformation of the world’s leading companies in the financial and
insurance sectors, as well as in the manufacturing industry. As an IT services and software
engineering provider, GFT offers strong consulting and development skills across all aspects of
pioneering technologies, such as cloud engineering, artificial intelligence, mainframe modernisation
and the Internet of Things for Industry 4.0.
With its in-depth technological expertise, profound market know-how and strong partnerships, GFT
implements scalable IT solutions to increase productivity. This provides clients with faster access to
new IT applications and innovative business models, while also reducing risk.
Founded in 1987 and located in more than 15 markets to ensure close proximity to its clients, GFT
employs over 7,000 experts. GFT provides them with career opportunities in all areas of software
engineering and innovation. The GFT Technologies SE share is listed in the Prime Standard segment
of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange (ticker: GFT-XE).
www.gft.com
www.blog.gft.com
www.linkedin.com/company/gft-group/
www.twitter.com/gft
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